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Here we use the sheared slab geometry to 
consider the ion temperature gradient (ITG) 
driven modes localized in the bad curvature 
region of the large-aspect-ratio system [1]. Let 
us assume that the plasma is collisionless and 
consists of adiabatic electrons and a single 
species of ions with charge ei = Zie. Using 
the charge neutrality and the linearized ver-
sion of the gyrokinetic equation with the ap-
proximations lkj_ ·vdi/wol ~ 1, lkllvrdwol ~ 1 
(wo = w- w_ 1 ), and kj_pi ~ 1, we obtain the 
following linear eigenmode equation: 
where bs = k~p; (ko: the poloidal wavenum-
ber), w - wolw*e' W*e = kocTel(eBLn), and 
Ln - -( d ln nel dr )-1 . The radial distance 
from the mode rational surface normalized by 
Psis denoted by x- (r- rs)l Ps (rs: the minor 
radius of the mode rational surface), and the 
magnetic shear length is defined by Ls = Rql s 
with the safety factor q and the shear param-
eter s _ r d ln q I dr. Other parameters in the 
eigenmode equation are defined by 
I< = T(1 + 1Ji), Ln G=2-
- R 
~ = _!2_ Vo w 
2LE cs (w +I<) 
where T - Ti/(ZiTe), 1Ji = Lnl Lri, and 
Lri -(dlnTi/dr)-1 . The parameters I< 
and G destabilize the ITG modes. Especially, 
the toroidal curvature term with G causes the 
toroidal ITG modes. The parameter ~ repre-
sents the effects of the sheared toroidal flow, 
and LE -(dln V0 ldr)- 1 denotes the gradi-
ent scale length for the toroidal flow. 
The linear eigenmode equation is easily 
solved to give the dispersion relation: 
1+a-w G ~ 
- bs + W + I{ - W - ( W + I{)2 
i Ln 
= (2n + 1)7-
w Ls 
(n = 0 1 2 · · ·) 
' ' ' 
and the corresponding eigenfunction: 
[ 
· L 1/2 l · L ~ = Hn ( ~ ~) (x- ~) exp [-~~(x- ~)2] \w Ls 2w Ls 
where Hn is the Hermite function of order n. 
Figure 1 shows the normalized linear growth 
rates Im( w) = Im( w) I w*e as functions of 
the flow shear parameter (Lnl LE)(Volcs) for 
koPs = 0.1, I< = 5, 8, 11 and G = 0.1 with 
no magnetic shear Lnl Ls = 0. It is found that 
there exists a stability window in the flow shear 
parameter space when K > 5. 
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Fig. 1. The normalized linear growth rates 
Im( w) = Im( w) I w*e as a function of the flow 
shear parameter (LniLE)(Volcs) for I<= 5, 
8, 11 with no magnetic shear Lnl Ls = 0. 
Here G = 0.1 and koPs = 0.1. 
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